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 1671 July 22, 1921w

 than guinea pigs for carrying out the tests, for the reason that symp.
 toms usually develop more rapidly in mice and are nmore charac.
 teristic.

 The length of time required for symptoms to develop is doubtless
 dependent on the amount of toxin present. The results of the tests
 carried out with the canned peas show how very rapidly fatal effects
 are brought about in laboratory animals when a large amount of
 toxin is present. In practice, food containing such excessive amounts
 of toxin would not, perhaps, be submitted for examination, as it is
 improbable that food in the condition exhibited by this particular
 can would ever be used for human consumption. It is, however,
 reasonable to conjecture that symptoms and death of mice inocu-
 lated witth such foods as have been implicated in the recent out-
 breaks would occur within a reasonably short period and in time to
 be of material assistance in the diagnosis of the disease and the
 determination of the type of organism present.
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 AN EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE 1920 EPIDEMIC OF
 INFLUENZA IN AN ISOLATED RURAL COMMUNITY.

 By CHAS. ARMsTnowG, Assistant Surgeon and Epidemiologic Aide, United States Public Health Service,
 with the Ohio State Department of Hlealth; and Ross Ropxss, Assistant Epidemiologist, Ohio State
 Department of Health.

 At a conference of Public Health Service officers held in Wash-
 ington, D. C., in February, 1920, the desirability of making a series
 of intensive epidemiological studies of influenza in ural commu-
 nities was discussed, and it was decided that the epidemiologic aides
 in the various States should undertake such studies as opportunities
 might present. Kelleys Island was selected for making tlhis study in
 Ohio, because of its exceptional isolation and because of the severity
 of the 1920 epidemic at this place.

 The Community Where Tis Study Was Made.

 Kelleys Island, a political subdivision of Erie County, Ohio, is
 located im Lake Erie, about 12 miles north of Sandusky, 5 miles from
 Lakeside, and about the same distance- fom Put-in-Bay. The
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 island comprises some 2,900 acres of land, is of limestone formation,
 and rises but a few feet above the level of Lake Erie.

 Population.-During the influenza epidemic of January and Feb-
 ruary, 1920, there were 689 persons upon the island, all of whom are
 white. The Kelley Island Lime and Transport Co. operates a lime-
 stone quarry and crusher on the islanid, employing from 100 to 300
 men-the smaller number being employed during the winter months
 when the lake traffic is impossible. Grape growing, peach culture, and
 fishing are other chief occupations upon the island. From the nature
 of these industries it is apparent that there is a demand for labor
 during the late spring, summer, and fall months. This demand is
 met by the influx of a considerable number of persons each spring,
 who find employment for the most part at the quarries and who
 return to the mainland at the approach of the closed season for navi-
 gation. The winter population, however, is composed almost en-
 tirely of established families who have lived upon the island for
 several years and thus constitute a community whose members are
 almost universally acquainted with one another-a condition of some
 advantage, perhaps, in tracing exposure, contacts, etc.

 General constderations.-Housing conditions upon the island are

 good; the homes are well separated, of better than aKy 'l46Rtruc-
 tion, and the number of houses is far in excess of thepe .i nts of
 the winter population.

 During the winter months, communication with the mainland is
 limited, crossing over at this time of the year being not only difficult
 but often dangerous as well. Mail is delivered to and from the island
 daily, conditions permitting, by carriers who reside upon the island
 and during the winter months carry the mail between the latter and
 Lakeside, a summer resort which is almost entirely deserted in winter.
 The island possesses no public water supply, sewer system, theater,
 moving-picture theater, restaurant, village pump, nor street cars or
 other means of public conveyance. One central school for both
 grammar and higlh-school pupils, one church conducting worship
 regularly during the winter of 1919 and 1920, and another holding
 services at intervals, five general stores, a butcher shop, a confec-
 tionery parlor, two pool rooms, and a post office afford possible
 places of contact for the general public. Ice boating, sleigh riding,
 ice fishing, dancing, and parties are the chief winter amusements of
 the younger people.

 Epidemiological Study.

 The epidemic of 1920 may be said to have begun sharply on January
 24, to have reached its peak on January 31, and then to have fallen
 ,somewhat less sharply until February 18, when new cases practically
 ceased to appear. (See Chart 1.)
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 1673 July 22, 1.921,

 The present study was begun on February 19, 1920, and was
 carried to completion just as rapidly as the writers could visit the
 families and secure the desired information.

 Upon arrival at the island the purpose' of our visit was made known
 and the people were requested to remember, or to mark upon their

 calendars,,;the dates upon wllich various nmembers of the household
 became ill. The dates of onset as secured in the household canvass
 were then checked as far as possible against the school records and
 the time sheets of the Kelley Islanid Lime and Transport Co., which
 were kindly placed at our disposal for this purpose. These checks,
 together with the cross checks secured through contact, histories, etc.,
 betwveen individuials, render us quite confident of the accuracy of
 these data.

 CAA-r- 1 F1':1 1 LY I SLA 1KtLL-V : fsA.IQ*O

 40 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~Ac t}+~~~ 17 1-i 2 00tt0f

 The survey.-The house-to-house survey, begun on February 19,
 was conducted wvholly by the writers and was completed on March
 7, a record having been secured of every person upon the island. A
 resurvey, begun on March 21, for the purpose of locating new or
 recuITent cases, was completed in seven days.

 The forms used in collecting the infcrmation for this study were
 prepared by Surg. W. H. Frost, of the United States Public Health
 Service, following a conference with the epidemiologic aides from
 several States. Form I was used for collecting the household record,
 general sanitary conditions, and similar iniformation, and Formn II
 for securing an individual record of contact, symptomatology, etc.,
 for each member of the household.
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 Form I.
 INFLUENZA SURVEY, 1920.

 FAMILY NO ......... ADDRESS.

 HOUSEIOLDER: Name ......................c......... ccpation........O...

 Influeniza record.

 Census of honischoll. . I Prev.
 ers. 1'18 1920 pneum.

 N..___ __ ___ ___ __ __ __ _ _ __ . _ __ ______ year.

 Names. Rel. Col. Sex. Age. Typ. Month.| Typ. Date.

 ........ ......................... ....................... ............. . ........... ...... ........ .. .... . .. . .. ... .. ........ ......................

 2 . ... . ...................... ........ ...... . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . ....... ........ .. . ... ........

 I 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~* 3 .. . .... . . . . . . . . . . ... . . ........ ..... . ...... .... .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . ... . .

 5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I

 5..... ................. ........ ........ ........ .... ...... .... ........ .... ...... .. ,....... .. ........ .... ............

 7.. ..... ........................ .. ................... ......... ............ ....... . ....... .. ...... .. ................................ ........ ........

 8.................. ..... ..... ..... .... ..... ...... ..... -..'.''1''''._''''.''''.'''' .''''.''''

 DXWELI,IN G: Isolated ........... . detached . ..... terraced ..... apartmen-t ...... shop .... boarding .....

 Other families in building: No ............... Commonl entrance? ......Tie?...La dr .................... Tie?Ludfr

 Rooms occupied: Total .............. Bedrooms .......... Heating ....................

 Toilet: 1Kind ....... (house Wa-ter ......... {2?sde Hot water? .............. Bathrooln...........

 Estimate of: Economic st-atus ........... G:eneral sanitation .............. Iluig......................

 Circumstanlces and extent of this family's association with others .........................................

 Record of N-isits.

 Notes._

 Dates. Investigator. New cases.

 .......................................................... .................. .......... ... ............. ..... ............

 .................................................................. .. . . . . .............. ..............

 .................................................................. .. ......... .... ............ .... ............

 .................................................................. ......................... ....................................... ............. ............----

 ..................................................................1 .......... ............... ... ............. .

 4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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 Form II.
 INDIVIDUAL RECORD.

 FAMILY NO . ..............,PERSON NO .. ......... Name ... .

 Color ..........*.Sex .......... , Age .. Occupation.

 Place of occupation ..............................

 PERSONAL HISTORY: Physique .......... Nourishment ........ Previous health ...........a.

 Susceptibility to resp. inrfectiols ........................................................................

 CIRCUMSTANCES OF PREVIOUS CONTACT.

 1. Case in family. .......................................................................................

 2. Case outside family ..........................

 3. Inldirect contact.......................................................................................

 4. General public .........................

 .......................... ...................................... #.... ... ,............... .....................

 SU.M.MARY: ..............................

 ...............,........................................ ..............

 CLINICAL RECORD.

 Diagnosis ......... Termination ................... Doctor .... .

 DATE: Oniset ........................ to bed . . Doctor's first call .......................

 Mfode of Onset: Sudden ............ Gradual ............ Chill .... .. Epistaxis .

 SYMPTOMS: Fever ............. Height . ........... Duration ..

 Coryza. . . ............... Pharyngitis ............ Conijunctivitis .

 Bronchitis ......... Expectoration.

 PAIN: Degree ......... Localization: Head . ........... B ack ...... Limbs ... Other.

 Nausea .........V. Vomiting .. Bowels ............. - . -.- .-.

 Prostration: Degree ............... Duration .......

 PNEUMONIA: ........................................................... ...... .

 ....................... ....... .. .. .. .. .. ...... .. .. .... .. .. . .. .. ............. -... ....... ....e

 NOTES: .......-.. .. . . ...

 SUMMARY: Type illness ................... Days sick .......... In bed ....<,,

 Medical and nursing .......................................

 Diagnosis.-Unfortunately, during the 1918 epidemic no epide-
 miologic record was made of the influenza outbreak upon the island;
 consequently, the information as to this outbreak is confined to a
 statement of the individual made during the canvass of 1920, as to

 the presence or absence of an.attack in 1918, together with a state-
 nent of the preventive measures practiced at that time.

 The island outbreak of 1920, coming, as it did, at a time when in-
 fluenza was epidemic over a large portion of the United States and
 displayimg the features of a rapid spread, high attack rate, and a
 typical symptomatology in the m ajoity of cases, gives no room to
 doubt that the outbreak was one of influenza.
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 The 1920 Epidemic.

 The diagnosis in individual cases was made from a careful study
 of the epidemiologic circumstances in the household and of the
 symptoms as related by the patieent, or, in the case of young children,
 and a few persons not seen, by other memwbers of the family. As is to
 be expected, the epidemiology is not always helpful and the symptoms
 are sometimes so mild or atypical as to leave reasonable doubt as to
 the nature of the ailment. These cases of uncertain type have been
 recorded, for the purpose of this study, as of doubtful nature, 25 such
 cases having been found. This number is relatively so small and
 their distribution so uniform, however, as to render them unimportant
 in so far as the general picture of the epidemic is concerned. More-
 over, the absence of sickness among the islanders prior to and follow-
 ing this epidemic renders it probable that sorne, at least, of these
 atypical cases were influenza, anid for these reasons these cases have
 been carried in the totals throughout this study.

 The relative frequency of the various symptoms as related by the
 informants in the 369 cases is given in Table I.

 TABLE I.-Relative frequency of various syrnptorns, as related by the informants, in 369
 cases of influenza on Kelleys Island, 1920.

 Symptom. Present. Absent. IterUined- Per cent
 ltr ie.present.

 1. Prostration ............................................... 298 47 24 86
 2. Cough ................,.,.,,.,,......... 279 86 4 76
 3. Headache ........,.228 ............................... 105 36 68
 4. Coryza .219 144 6 60
 5. Backache ......................................199 130 49 59
 6. Chilliness ................. , .......... 191 138 40 58
 7. Expectoration ....................................... 175 182 12 49
 8. Pain in limbs .................,.,.,.,,.,................ 158 164 47 49
 9. Nausea ............................................. 133 220 16 38
 10. Sore throat ............ . .... 123 215 31 36
 11. Vomiting ........................................... 124 243 2 34
 12. Pain in chest ............ . . .... 105 225 39 32
 13. Other pain ................................................ 77 255 37 23
 14. Nosebleed ................................................. 68 294 7 19

 Measures of suppression.-The appearance of influenza in 1920
 found the island in a period of transition from the old to the new
 health r6gime under the Ohio Griswold act, hence, essentially without
 public-health machinery. Owing to this fact and to public apathy
 no repressive measures were instituted. The school did close on
 January 30, but only after illness among so many teachers and pupils
 rendered its continuance impossible. All other collective activities
 upon the island, church services, poolroom, recreation parties, etc.,
 continued, the people not even being warned to exercise individual
 care. The only island physician, Dr. H. M. Jump, administered to
 the ill until February 13, when he fell a victim to influenza-pneumonia,
 of which he died some eight days later. An outside physician was
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 then secured. The nursing situation was handled entirely by the
 islanders themselves, no skilled assistance being available.

 Shore communication.-The formation of ice during the early part
 of January rendered crossing difficult, until it had frozen to sufficient
 thickness to support the weight of a man. The first person is said to
 have crossed on the ice on January 21. For some days prior to this
 time the somewhat irregular trips of the mailman were the only
 means of shore conununication. The weather remained cold, how-
 ever, and the ice thickened, and on January 27 the first automobile
 drove over the ice to the mainland. From January 21 onward an
 undetermined number of people, of whom we have only partial
 record, visited the island, and a small number of islanders visited the
 mainland more or less regularly. The epidemic may be said to have
 begun on January 24.

 The attack- rate.-Among the 689 people upon the island during the

 course of the epidemic, 369 were affected-an attack rate of 53.5 per
 cent. There were two fatalities. The distribution of the population
 and cases by age and sex is given in Table II:

 TABLE II.-Scx and age distribution of the population and of cases of influenza and
 doubtful illness on Kelleys Island, 1920.

 Population. Cases of influenza and doubtful illness.

 Influenza and doubtful.

 Defaie influenza. Doubtful cases.
 Age Total cases. Attack rate.

 (years).

 Ca C C3 C) ) C ) C ) C
 U) C ) V ; U ) - U)

 C) 0 C3 a) 0 0 C 0 C 3C

 Under 1 9 4 13 4 0 4 1 0 1 5 0 5 56 0 38
 1-4.442 36 78 26 20 46 3 1 4 29 21 50 66 58 64

 39 40 79 22 21 43 1 1 2 23 22 45 59 55 57
 10-14... 36 43 79 20 21 41 1 1 2 21 22 43 58 51 54
 15-19.-. 27 24 51 17 11 28 0 1 1 17 12 29 63 50 57
 202-2... 16 27 43 1 7 13 20 0 2 2 7 13 22 44 56 51
 25-29... 25 23 48 111 17 28 1 1 2 12 18 30 48 78 62
 30-34... 28 27 55 1 7 16 33[ 0 0 0 17 16 1 33 61 59 60
 35-39.. 17 20 37 9 10 19 0 0 0 9 10 19 53 50 51
 40-44... 21 16 37 8 8 16 1 1 2 9 9 18 -43 56 49
 45-49... 22 17 39 81 5 13 0| 0 0 8 5 13 36 29 33
 5054... 22 16 38 13 1 8 21 0i 2 2 13 10 23 58 62 61
 55-59... 21 13 3 1 8 4 12 1 2 3 9 6 15 43 46 44
 6064... 10 6 16 3 3 6 01 0 0 3 3 6 30 50 37
 65-69... 12 9 21 3 5 8 2' 0 2 5 5 10 42 55 48
 70 and 21 3
 over.. 10 1121 1 3 6 1 I1 1 2 4 4 8 40 36 38

 Total. 357 689 179 165 344 112 13 25 1 191 178 369 53.5 53.6 53.5
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 Early cases.-Cases of doubtful diagnosis which may have been
 mild or atypical influenza occurred as follows: One in November,

 one about December 12., one about December 257 one January 1,
 three about January 15. None of these cases had been off the island,
 two were infants, anid the others were adults. No connection could
 be traced between these cases, nor between these and subsequent
 cases.

 The first clinically definite case of influenza developed January 3
 in a carpenter who lived by himself, had not been off the island since
 November, had had no visitors from shore, and had been in very
 limited contact with island people. To his knowledge he had been
 in contact with no ill persons. He had received some Christmas
 packages, including eatables, from the mainland during the latter
 part of December.

 The next clinically definite case occurred on January 12 in a
 machinist, whose family consisted of himself and wife, the latter
 becoming ill with the same ailment two days later. These people
 had not been off the island during the winter, had received no visitors
 from the mainland, and had had no known contact with ill people.
 The source of infection is therefore unknown. The next case ap-
 peared 12 days later, on January 24, in the wife of a fisherman. She
 had not been outside her own yard since the birth of her baby, which
 was C) months old, and had had but few visitors, none of whom
 seemed to be ill. Her husband became ill on January 25.

 On January 26 four cases developed in members of two foreign
 families, which were neighbors, three of the patients being school
 children and the other a quarry workman. These early cases were
 well scattered over the island (see Map 1), and, with the possible
 exception of the cases of January 26, no connection could be traced
 between them. During January 27, 28, and 29 influenza made its
 appearance in 29 island homes and in 25 of these the first case was
 in a school attendant. (For distribution of these early cases upon
 the island see Map 1.)

 Chrontology.-The chronology of the epidemic by day of onset
 may best be studied by referring to Table III and Chart 1. From a
 consideration of this chart it will be seen that the epidemic, which may
 be said to have begun on January 24, reached its highest point on
 January 31, on which day 52 new cases appeared. Oin February 1
 there was a remission to 24 cases and then followed a rise to a second
 peak on February 2, on which day 39 new cases occurred. From this
 date there was a rather rapid decrease in the number of cases until,
 on February 16, new cases practically ceased to occur.
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 TABILE III.-Incidence of influenza and doubtful cases, by sex and by days, in the total poputlation on Kelleys Island, 19120. 5

 Dec. | January. February. AMarch. : LO

 > . S: - - ............ S cz 9~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~267289'117 - T 12 25 1 3 412 14 75 225 26 I2 28 39 30 3 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 93 10 112 1 ? 1819 221 22 1 3 1 1 3 1 f t"

 ____ ___ ____ = .. 1 = --==-== -- =-= =--- == L _ __= ____

 Total population:
 Influenza; I-i 1 4 7 ]4 28 52 23 393527 |7 1 8 6 45 3 |2 3 3 |4 2 1- 1 2 1 111 1339
 Doubtful... 1 3.- .1 1. 2 3 1 1 1 . 1 2 4

 Totmal . 111 [ttftIflIIIIII - I~ I~ I2[~~ I I I I1 1---1 -- --I- -11 13-

 Toutal......f.... I I I I 1 3 1 t2 4 7 15 9 j 28 52 |139l9 . |18 123 114 | 6 7 6 3 4 4H i | 2 i | i | 2 f 1 1 1 1 363

 InfluenzA.... -. .------- 14 36 3203 12 22 1 717 '1.3 23 3 331 17I
 Doubtful. 111.....1......... ... 2.1...12
 Total.iiiI I i K Ij. 2 4 3 6 13O 103 132 7 lY13 7Y7i 1' 15I 33

 IC'emales: I
 Influenza.---1--- .4 911 118 29 1117 18 10 10 62 1 3..1.------I1-..I.161
 Total ............................. l.l2.. I.. ... 3 I - .I I - II3 12 C
 Doutful............. . 1 I 1 2 1--- ---. 2917 3 2 23 of 1 12 1 . 1 11 173

 'Exelussv e of 5 cases ill oil the islanid. 2 Exclusive of 1 caseill oif theisland.
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 FACTORS IN'FLUENCING TIIE SPIREAD.

 School.-The rate of diffusion of the disease over the island is
 perhaps best indicated by the dates of onset of the first cases to
 occur in the individual households, since subsequent cases in the
 farnily may be, anid probably are in manvy instances, due to conitacts
 within the home. In Map 2, lines of known contact between the
 first case in eacli house and earlier cases are graphically indicated by
 Means of arrows. Fror a study of these first cases it is at once
 apparent thlat contact at schiool is traceable in a surprisingly large
 proportion of them. (See Table TV and.( Chiart 2.) The first case o-l
 influenza in each of the 112 affected families developed after exposure
 as follows:

 Following exposure in the schools ................................ 39 Following other knowni exposure ..................................51
 No known exposure ............................................. 27

 Total ....... 117

 It will be noted that 117 cases are here considered in the 112 families,
 there having been five households wh,erein t'wo cases were syn-
 chronously attacked, one having been exposed at school and the
 other elsewhere.

 From a consideration of Chart 2 it will be noticed that the curve
 representing cases in school children had two distinct peaks, a feature
 less sharply marked in the cases among persons not attending school.
 The intervals between the first and secontd peaks in the two curves are
 two and three days, respectively. Wh-len the maximum number of
 cases for any one day among the two groups is considered, it is seen
 that the school cases reached their peak five days in advance of the
 group not attending school. That this is more than a chance happen-
 ing would appear from a study of the 42 families in which cases
 developed both in school attendants and in others. In these 42
 families there were 81 cases among school attendants and 126 cases
 among other members of the same households; yet 'the 81 school
 cases furnished the first case in 32 of the 42 families, and in five
 additional families they were tied for first place, while in only five
 houselholds were other than school attendants the first to become ill.
 The large total number of first cases developing among others than
 school attendants in the familv is accounted for, in part, by the
 conisiderable number of households in wlhich no school attendants
 reside(d or in wbich the school attendants were not ill. Referring
 to Table IV an'd Chart 3, it is seen that the two curves which represent
 the total cases, bv day of onset, among school attendants and others,
 are similar, in that each presents two peaks, but that peaks in the
 curve which represents the daily occurrence of cases among school
 attendants are two days ahead of the respective peaks in the similar
 curve for cases not attending school.
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 TABLE, IV.-Incidence of influenza in various groups, in rclation to' school attendance, Kelleys Island, 1920.

 Dec. January. February. Mvarch.

 12 25 13 412 14 152425 26 2728 2930 31 1 2 34 5 6 7 89 1011 12 13 14 1 16 17 IS1l9 22 22 13 1323 0 -1

 First cases:36 1 384
 School attendan-ts. 3. 814 3 1 1 - 1.... 1 1 .
 Persons not at- _
 tending school. . .. 1 - 1 1 1 2 3 6 10 9 10 13 2 _.. 1 4 3 1 2 2 2 1 3 -. - -- 1

 Total cases:
 School attendlants. .. . . 3 6 10 N7194'1 2 42 211 1- -1- -... I1 11 87
 Persons not at-

 tending.school. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 2 1 1 5 6 21 33'193833 26 2312' 7 6 5 6 3 4 4 4 2 . . 2 . 1 267
 Ca-ses in families hiav-

 ing school cases, the
 latter excluded....1I 1-------3 5 16125510 22 12 9 53 1 . 1 2 .......1 - -2 - -...... 126

 Cases in families hav-
 ing no cases in school
 attendants - -1.... 1. . 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 . 2 1 5 8 9,16 21 18 16 9 6- 6 4 4 3 3 2 3 . 2 -1 ..... ........I 150
 Cases, in families hay- 1-'-
 ing school attend- 1
 ants, the latter not ill- - - - - - - -1-.......... II1122 2 -....3 1 - II...1 ---1 17 y0
 Total school cases:

 Pupils who ate
 dinner at home. 2 37I3124 1 22 ..1 1 1 - - --......41

 Pupils who car-
 ried dinner to

 schol .......... 3 4 712 4 7 - 2 2 2-1 - 1 - 1 -... 46

 -C HARTr N: iFLUENZA , KELLEX3 ISLAND, 1920.

 Is.- ~ ~ IV

 [1[I)~I
 y4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~/ 1 4 L 9S 15ZT4~17~s 77 1T~ ~~7 1z 3 16 a
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 Tllis earlier occurrence of the epidemic among school attendants
 might be explained lby a.ssmning, first, a. corLmmon source of infecticn
 for school and nonschool cases, and that the schlool children, being
 in a special age group, possess a shorter period of incubation; second,
 that the school offered (a special opportunity for infection. If the
 latter assumption be true, it would seem that school alttendants who
 spend the greaiter time at school might be affected somewhat m're
 frequentlv anid earlier than those spending less time, and it was
 thoug,ht that a comparison of the school children who carried their
 dinners to school, with those who went to their homes for lunch,
 mighlit furnish a test of this hypothesis. Referenec to Table IV will
 show that there were 46 school cases among .80 school attendants
 who carried their dinniers, and 41 cases among 77 who did not carry
 their dinner, or attack rates of 57.5 and 53.2 per cent,respectively.
 Referring to Chart IiV it will be seen that cases in those pupils who
 ate their dinners at school had a definite tendency to occur earlier
 than cases in those who wenit to their homes for lunch; for in this
 group 30 cases (65 per cent of the total) developed before, and 16
 after, the closure of school, whereas inr those who went home for
 dinner, 15 cases (37 per cefit) occurred before, and 26 after, the
 closuire of the school, notwithstandino the fact that those who carried
 their dinners lived for the most part in the more remote portions of the
 islaind where one woould expect them to be less exposed to early
 infection through contact with the general island population. These
 two groups of school attendants, nmoreover, are fairly comparable
 in respect to age, although there is a somewhat larger proportion of
 younger children among those who carry their dinner than in the
 other group. As will be mentioned later, however, the primary
 room had the lightest attack rate of any room in the school. Again,
 if the school actually served as a center for the dissemination of
 influenza, one might expect that the nonsehool-attending members
 of families having childrenl in school, one or more of the latter develop-
 ing the disease, wotuld suffer earlier than the members of households
 where no school attendants resided; while if all were exposed equally
 through a generalized or common source of infection, and the earlier
 occurrence of cases among school children is due to a shorter period
 of incubation, there shouild, it would appear, be no great difference
 in the curves representing the chronology of the epidemic in the two
 groups of people, since the two g,roups are similar in all particulars
 excepting exposure to school attendants.
 Referring to Table IV, and Chart 5, which represent the daily

 occurrence of new cases in the two groups, it may be seen that there
 is not only a mnarked difference in the character of the curves, to be
 considered later, but that the people associated with school cases
 reach the maximiuma number for any one day three. days in advance
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 of those not associated with the school cases. It is difficult to explain
 these facts on other assumptions than that the school was a source
 of disseninating the infection. (A small group associated with
 school cases who were not ill is given in Table rV, but their number
 is too small to indicate wlhether children who were expose(d but did
 not become ill may or may not have carried infection.) That this
 conclusion is correct is, we believe, also indicated by com-paring the
 curve which represents the daily occurrence of new cases amonig
 the individuals attending schlool or in contact with school atten-
 diants w-ith the graph for the remainder of the population (Charts 2
 and 5). It will be seen that the curves representing the chronology
 of the epidemic among school exposures have two peaks; whereas
 the curve for the lonschool exposures is a relatively smooth curve
 of one peak, and it may be that the remission in the epidemic among
 the former groutp is related to the closure of the school. On January
 28 there were 18 pupils absent from school; on January 29, owing
 to the illness of a teacher, the second room was not in session, and
 58 pUpils were absent; and on January 30, owing to tlhe illness of
 another teacher, another room was not in session, and on that day
 88 pupils were absent. School did not open on January 31, nor
 thereafter until the epidemic had subsided.

 It seems that the first wave of influenza among the school atten-
 dants (Chart 3) is definitely due in some way to school exposure as
 described above, and the remission of January 30, it would seem,
 may be due to the dismissal of a portion of the rooms and to a thin-
 ning out of the remainder of the pupils, which certainly would render
 the school a less efficient means of exposure. This conception,
 moreover, coincides with what we believe is the probable incubation
 period of the disease, as will be discussed later. The second increase
 in daily occurrence of cases among school exposues, as shown in
 Charts 2, 3, and 5, corresponds rather definitely with the increase
 among the associates who did not attend school, and is probably
 due to the same general causes.

 If we admit that the school was instrumental in spreading the
 disease, it naturally becomes -of interest to ascertain the circum-
 stances conducive to the spread of the epidemic among the pupils.
 The seating arrangements and plan of the various schoolrooms,
 together with the dates of attack, etc., are shown graphically in
 Figure 1. The school building is a large, brick structure, centrally
 situated on the island. There are six rooms in the building, four
 of which are used as stAdy ad rectation rvooni, and two for recita-
 tk#ns only, va Mrs CAsa going to them for a1few iainutes each day.
 Tlhe building is heated by hot air furnaces located m the; basement.
 The water supply is from a large cistern, which stores the wratw
 collected from the roof at time of rainfall. No water had been
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 permitted to enter the cisterni for over two moniths. A lcarge stone
 vessel, kept filled with this rain wXTter ard supplied vnth a vertical

 type of bubbler, wvhich 1may be tounhed by the lips, holds the
 drinking water. There are no common drinking cups. The base-
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 ment is also supplied with stationary wash bowls and bar soap.
 Paper towels are furnished. The school i- up'~ plied with open- priv-
 ies. A library is mainitained, from whichups may take books
 ~to their homnes--a privilege more or less used by all classes. The
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 number of books exchanged in any one day, howev er, is not large,
 and in view of the rapid spread of the infection among the pupils,
 it is not felt that this is an important nmeans among the possible
 agents of transmission.

 A recess of about 10 minutes is p-ermitted twice daily, and duIring
 this time there is free intermingling of the children, mostly in the
 open, however, weather permittingr. The pupils who bring their
 dinners are not required to eat in their own seats, and they have a
 tendency to collect in groups abtout tables. No food is served at the
 school, nlo dishes are supplied, and the exchange of food is not com-
 mon. There is, of course, abtundailt opportunity for "droplet infec-
 tion," as well as more indirect methods of transferrence of saliva
 from person to person. The attack rates in the different school-
 rooms were as follows:

 People. Cases. Per ent affected.

 Pr m r - m .. .... . .... ... ... .... . ,....... ... ... I........... ..... . . . . 24 . eawye roo .s........ ..... ............. 2 542.8 Fe odr;ram.37 20 54.1
 T mm, -.3...................... 18 54. 5
 High school ................................................................ 46 32 71.1

 In studying the chronology of the epidemic among different occu-
 pational groups it was found that, with the exception of the school
 as abo-vec noted, the other occupations were affected practically
 -sytnchronously, and it would seem, therefore, that thes-e may be
 considered as subjected to about the sa;me opportunities of infe-ctioT.

 TABix V.-I-idenroe of inWflueain perso on Ki el1ys Island known to -Age attndd
 soeial gatherings in January, 1920.

 C3~~~~~~~~~~5

 Natureof party. I .a Cd 19 'c Remarks,

 z

 Card party . Jan. 18 3 0 0 7 3 43 LWnch served.
 School party . Jan. 20 15 0 0 18 32 G Qases!d1u? ieh.
 Sleighing party . Jan. 24 2 0 0 16 11 69 Sleigh ride and supper.
 Lode meetit . Jan. 27 0 0 0 18 12 67
 B!e~se~parFy. Ja n. 27 1 0 1 13 7 54 Games and lunch.
 Birthday party Jan. 28 0 0 0 16 8 50 Do.
 Masquerade . Jan. 29 11 6 3 30 23 77 Dance, buffet lunch.

 Total- . - . . . .. . . . . ' - 118 76 64

 -Other possible influene hostCidered-:- Parties.-A number of parties
 were hedd upn the island just -prior to and during the ea$y part
 of the epidemic, as follows: January 18, 20, 24, 27, and 28. a
 Table V.) It will be noted from Table V that these parties were
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 attended by from 7 to 30 people. It is difficult, however, to estimate
 the effect, if any, which these parties may hZave lhad in spreadiing the
 disease, owing to the fact that the nunmber of people at any one

 palrty was small, the sam le people often attending several of them,
 and it is kn:own that nany persons ill attendance had definite expo-
 sure to multi'ple possible sources of infection at sclool, in their own
 home, or elsewhere. Th-e party held on January 29 deserves especial
 mention. This was a masquerade dance hel(d in the village hall
 and attended by 30 persons. A buffet lunch with at beverage was
 served, the latter by neanis of individual paper cups. In attendance
 at this affair there were three people whlo were coming down with
 influenza and who were aetually ill at the time. Six people were
 present, moreover, who had cases of influenza in their families at
 home. It would indeed seem probable that some cases might
 develop from such exposure, and the hi_fh attack rate in this group
 (76.8 per cent), notw7-ithstanding the small number involved, may
 be significant. The school chilcdren in attendance were mainly
 from the high school, which had the highest incidence of any room
 in the school (71.1 per cent), and it mav be that there is a relation
 between these two attack rates.

 Mfilk as an agent of spread.-Fresh milk for the island is entirely
 a local product. The individual dairies are too small in nmost cases,
 however, to permit of separate study, hence we have grouped them
 for this purpose into those supplying a sin_le household and those
 which produce an excess for sale to other families. It would seem
 that in the former group milk could not be a factor in introducing
 the infection into the home, although in the latter such a possibility
 might exist through the milk, returned containers, etc. Reference

 to the sunmnmary of this study, Table VI, shows, we believe, that
 milk was not a factor of importance in spreading the influenza at
 Kelleys Island. A study of the chronology in the different groups,
 moreover, leads to the sarne conielusion. (Table VII.) A furtller
 study of those families using. milk fronm dairies which had influenza
 in the household failed to show significant variation either in attack
 rate or chronology when comnpared with users of milk from dairies
 having no ill attenclants.

 TABLE VI.-Incidence of influenza in families receiving their milk supplyfrom various
 sources. 1920.

 Number Number Number Per cent
 Milk supply. of ci f of attacked.

 ramilies. personis. cases.

 26 small dairies ................................................. 107 487 254 52
 One-family dairies .............................................. s 91 6 73
 Condensed ........................ ...... ...... ...... ... . 7 19 11 58
 Unknown .................................................... 28 - 92 38 41

 Total ................................................... 1 60 689 369 54
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 TABLE VIT.-Dail"y incidence of influenza in persons obtaining milk from vrious sources, 1920.

 SupplY l} 4 ; Jannary.| February. |farch.

 Suipply _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

 l 1 24 1 3 412 14 1~5 24 2& 2 27i28 29 30 31 1' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 12 13 1 15 16 17 18 I19 210 2122 13 1.5 23 0

 Customers of 26 small
 dairies .of ... . 1 1 ... 2 2 |2 .1 4 |21 C1) 13 |21 34 1819 29 21 19 41 642 5 4| 43a 1 1 2 1 | I2 1 1 254

 Customers of one-famrS
 ily dairies ....... 72 7 813 2 823 1 1143 1 ... 21 1 I6.
 Persons using, Conr densed milk:...... . .1.1 . 41 .2 .2..4. ....... ..............
 Source of milk un-|t

 kiiown ............ 3 5 4 7 4 4 ............... 38~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1$ 4 7 ..4 1.

 known.____ I .. 38
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 TABLE VIII.-Incidence of influenza in families according to source of water supply,

 192,0.

 Number Number c Number Per ce-at Source of w-ater. of of il il

 famili-es, people.

 Lake.....72 343 163 49 Lae...................................................7.331 6s34
 Rain .6 235 i 129 55
 Lake anid rain.21 101 68n 67
 Well. . 2 10 4 40

 Total.689 160 683 369 53.5

 Water as an agent of spread.-A summary showing the principal
 sources of water supply and the attack rate among users of eachl is
 given in Table VIII. Rain water is collected in family cisterns.
 No fresh water had been stored for over two months, owing to lack
 of rain. In many of the homes the supply of cistern water was low
 and was supplemented by water carried or hauled from Lake Erie.
 Others used raw lake water as their chief supply. Two drilled wells
 on the island supplied two families. No evidence incriminating any
 one of these sources as a carrier of influenza was found.

 Tnsects.-Insects need not be considered, as the weather was too
 cold for them to be active.

 Crowding.-The possible influence of crowding, as indicated by a
 consideration of the number of rooms per person in the various
 households, is shown in Table IX. In 1920 it will be noticed, there
 is very little apparent relation between the number of rooms per per-
 son and the attack rate, whereas in 1918 there is a tendency for the
 attack rate to vary directly with the crowding. This question will
 be considered later.

 Economic status.-There is not a wide range of economic condi-
 tions obtaining on the island; consequently this locality is not as
 suitable for studying this question as a region where the extremes of
 variation are more pronounced. The economic status was recorded
 entirely from the general appearances and conditions of the home.
 The results of this study are shown in Table X. It will be seen that
 in 1920 the attack rate was lowest in the lowest economic group,
 whereas in 1918 the reverse was the case.

 Honsing conditions.-A considerationi of the attack rates among
 those living in poor, average, and good lhouses is shown in Table XI.
 It will be noticed that in 1920 the poorer houses were less visited by
 influenza, whereas in 1918 the reverse was the case.
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 TABLE IX.-InCieCe f ifluenzea in relatian to roow per peron i dccellings, 1918
 and 1f920.

 Rooms Number Numaer of cases. Average Avgrave Per cent attacked.
 Number of families. per of per- rooms bedroom___

 person. sons. F' ~~er p-er person. sons. 1920 1918 person. person. 1920 1918

 5G .... . 1 I andun-f 337 177 82 0.79 0.377 52.5 24. 3
 der.

 59 .Between 247 137 39 1.37 .96 55.6 15.8
 1 and2.

 45 ... .. 105 58 15 2.43 .77 55. 2 14. 3

 TABLE X.-Incidence of influenza in relation to economic staws of famities, 1918 and
 1920.

 t Number Number of cases. Per ce-nt attaeked.
 Economic status. Families. of per- ___

 SOils. 1920 1918 1920 1918

 Poor .......... 68 339 147 91 43.4 26.8
 Average. . 45 174 110 27 63. 3 15.5
 Well-to-do .47 176 111 I 18 63.0 10.2

 TABLE XI.-Inoid-.entce of influenza in reltionz to housing faaintooosJonditi amilies, 1918
 and 1920.

 NumP-i be. r Number of case. Per cent attacked.
 Housing conlditions. Families. of per- _ _ -

 sorls. 1920 1918 1920 1918

 Poor ......................... ... 40 193 66 57 34.2 29.5
 Average . ... .............. 27 140 81 23 57.8 16.4
 Good. ^ ....93 356 221 56 62.1 1a.7

 TABLE XII.-Incidence of influerna in relation to eneral sawitation in the homes, 1918
 -and 1920.

 . N?umber :Numbpr of eases. Per cent attaeked.
 General sanitation. Families. of per-

 1O'S 1920 1918 1923 1918

 Poor .59 295' 1.17 94B 39.8 32
 Average .41 167 102 17 61.2 10.2
 Good .60 228 143 25 65.3 10.9

 General Sanitation.-A consideration of persons living under poor,
 average, and good general sanitation in their homes is shown in Table
 XII. It will be noticed that the apparent influence of this factor is
 also exerted in opposite directions in the two epidemics of 1918
 and 1920, respectively. Generally, it may be said that those persons
 whom we usually consider the more fortunately situated suffered
 relatively more severely in the 1920 epidemic than did their poorer
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 neighbors, whereas in the 1918 epidenmic the reverse held true. This
 matter will be referred to again when we consider more fully the 1918
 epidemlic.

 INCUBATION PERIOD.

 If we are correct in assuming that the first case of influenza in a
 household is often the source of infection for subsequent cases, it
 would seem that a consideration of the interval between first and
 subsequent cases might serve as a rough index of the incubation
 perio(l. The number of cases available for this consideration is small,
 but we believe the information relative to them is accurate. In this
 study, when two cases occur on the first day of illness for that house-
 hold, one is not considered subsequent to the other where a com-
 mon source of infection is known. A curve of frequency giving
 the occurrence of subsequent cases after first cases, by interval in
 days, is given in Chart 6. The cases occurred as follows:

 Interval, in days: Cases.
 Less than 1 ...... 3
 I. ......... . .. . .................... . .. . . ........ 42
 2 .57
 3 .37

 4 ......................... 40
 5 .17
 6 .13

 7 .................................... 3

 There were found, moreover, 27 cases where a known definite ex-
 posure was followed by an attack of influenza. These cases are sum-
 marized in Table XIII. It will be noted that in some of these cases
 the time of exposure extended over a day or more; hence the only
 determination of the incubation period possible in these cases is to
 define it within certain limits. Considering the introduction of the
 infecting agent to date from the first exposure, however, since the
 27 persons were evidently susceptible, we have the following:

 Incubation period, in days: Cases,
 1. .............................. 9
 2............................................ 6
 3. ..................... 8
 4.............................................. 4
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 TABLE XIII.-Summary of 97 known contact's followted by influenza, Kelleys Island,
 1920.

 Date of expo- ntr Day dil1iness .~~~~~~~~~~ue IneT

 lHome Age. Sex, re. Datef val in of the ae Nature of contact.
 No. d to;whieh ex- N

 From- To- posed.

 2 46 F. Jan. 28 ........ Feb. 1 4 Ist .......... Visiting cases.
 20 42 M. Jao. 28 Jan. 29 Jan.31 .2-3 1st .. Associated with ill persons at a

 -dance.
 21 66 F. Feb.2 ........ Feb. 4 2 2d, 3d, and Visiting Cages.

 4th.
 33 21 MI. Feb. 1 ........ Feb. 2 1 st 2d and Do.

 36 70 F. Jan. 31 Feb. 3 Feb. 3 1 0-3 'st ,2d, and Caring for -cases.

 87 28 Al. Feb.2 .. Feb.3 1 2d Visitingeases.
 41 24 F. Jan. 29 ........ Jan. 31 |2 lst Associated with ill persons at a

 dance.
 42 26 F. Jan. 29 ... Jan. : 1 st . .... vv l-vialessstoOH boy.
 43 8-1 F. Jan.29 .. Jan. 30 1 1I Ist . Kissed and:visited with ill nephew.
 44 54 M. Jan. 27 Jan. 29 Jan. 29 0:-2 lst ..... Visiting cases.
 45 19 M. Jan. 29. .: Feb. 2 4 1st and 2d... Do.
 46 22 F. Jau.29 ....... Feb. 1 3 Ist... -- - Associated with ill at a danee.
 48 56f F. Jan. 29 ........ Jan. 3.1 2 I-st Do.
 51 36 M. Fan. 31 Feb. 2 Feb. 3 .1 3 1s1; .... Visiting andeca'hsg f ora-es.
 56 58 F. Feb.. 4 ........ Feb. 7 8 1st, 2d, and Caring for cases.

 3d.

 7 34 M. Jan. 29 -. - FPeb. 1 3 lst and 2d Vaiitingeasas.
 79 52 F. Jan. 30 ........ Jan. 31 1 1st, 2d1 and Caring for ea-se.

 3d.
 81 -35 F. -n. 24 . . an. 27 -3. Visitingeasas.
 82 34 M. Jan.18 Jan. 29 Jan.31- 2-3 ist .......... Visitd and, had refreshments at

 hoine ofiH.
 101 28 F. -Feb. 2 ... F.. Fb. 3 I Vist. Vsided cas
 104 60 F. Feb 5 .. . Feb. 7 2 6th and 7th Do.
 121- 24 F. Jan.30 Feb. 1 Feb. 3 2-4 ' lst and 2d.. Caring for cses.
 .147 35 F. J1an. 30 Feb. 3 Feb. 3 .-4 1 st, 2d, 3d, Do.

 and 4th
 152 37 F. Feb. 3 ... Feb. 4 I 1st, 2d, and 3d Visiting cases.
 154 2 F. .Jaa31. Feb. 1 F-ob. 2 0-1 1st .......... H.badetsedtr= lanslill.
 156 25' M. Feb. 14 Feb. 16 Feb. 16 -2 lst,2d,and3d Caring for eases.
 160 43 F. Feb. 2 . . Feb. 3 1 221 .... Visiting cases.

 It will be noted from Tble XIII that the.in.ahAtion periods in
 these 27 cases appear to bear no definite relation to age.

 PERIOD OF INFECTIVITY.

 By referring to Ta!Ae XIII it will be noticed that 12-of the '27

 eases followed xpqosure to cases in the first day of illness only4 and
 10 were exposed to cases in the first as well as subsequent days of
 illness. This-high proportion of attacks following-exposure to cases
 In the eartly stages of the disease in these 27 cases can not be taken
 to mean, necessarily that cases are more infectious early in the illness,
 for cases exposed later in -the diisease are apt more often to be later
 in the epidemic whien multiple exposures are more con1mon; and, as
 we have no way of telling which exposure is -effective, these cases
 can not be atilized fbr the purpom of t-his ta& e.

 Tlhe spread of the epidemic among school children wouldi4ndicate
 Silailyi: the ie tity early ses. A survey of the pupls and
 teachers showed that definitelyfifl persons aetually attended school
 as follows: January 27, two; January 28, one; January 2.9, three.
 (See Fig. 1.) No ill persons attended school for more than one day
 of definite illness. These cases, together with those of gradual onset
 who may have attended school in the early stages of influenza, but
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 who were not then feeling definitely ill, may account for the spread
 in the schools without assuming the existence of well carriers, which,

 however, may exist; and several early cases were found which rather
 suggest this possibility. Numerous examples, however, were found

 of people mildly ill or in the first stages of an attack, attending
 school, parties, church, etc., and it is probable that such cases are
 important agents of spread whenever an outbreak of influenza occurs.

 Exposure.-In the 27 cases where the illness followed a single
 definite known exposure, the character of the contact is given in
 Table XIII. It will be noted that-

 13 cases followed the visiting of ill friends;
 8 cases followed the nursing of ill friends;
 4 cases followed exposure to ill friends at a dance;
 1 case followed the giving of a violin lesson to an ill pupil; and
 1 case followed kissing and visiting with ill nephew.

 The 1918 Epidemic.

 The epidemic of 1918 found the island with a somewhat larger
 population than it had during the 1920 epidemic, as the quarries
 were running at capacity in order to meet the urgent calls for lime-
 stone for use in the steel industries. Navigation was open, and not
 only were cargo vessels calling at the island, but a regular passenger
 schedule was maintained by gasoline launch to Sandusky, and a
 tourists' boat, the Arrow, stopped at the island twice daily on its
 trips from Sandusky and Lakeside to Put-in-Bay; also, private
 launches made trips in good weather; consequently the shore com-
 munication was better than was found during the winter of 1920.
 Of the 689 persons found on the island in 1920 there were 136 who
 stated they had had influenza in 1918. (See Table XIV.) Nine of
 these people were on the mainland at the time; hence, 127 among
 680 persons were affected in 1918, or an attack rate of 18.7 per cent,
 compared with an attack rate of 53.4 per cent in 1920.

 TABLE XIV.-Sex and age distributiosl of cases of influenza on Kelleys Island, 1918.

 Poptilation. Cases. Attack rate, per cent.

 Age (years). ! Male. Femnale. Boh Male. Kemaic Bet Male Female. JBoth
 sexes. . .f sexes. _ SOXOS.

 Under 1 ..................... 9 4 13 0 0 0 0 0
 1-4 .42..3............. 42; 78 7 3 10 17 8 13
 5-9 .............39............. 40 79 10 7 17 26 17 22
 1 -14 .. 3.. .. 3- 43 79 11 12 23 31 28 29
 15-19 .... ....... 27 24 51 'i 0 12 22 25 24
 20-24 ...................... I 27 43 3 8 11 19 30 2G
 25-29 ..25 23 4x 10 C 5 15 4M0 22 31
 30-34 ...................... 28 27 55 ; 3 7 14 11 13
 35-33 .................... 7 20 37 5 5 10 30 25 27
 40-44 .................... 2 1 16 37 6 2 8 29 12 22
 45-49 . ... ........ 22 17 :X- 5 5 10 23 30 26
 .5-54 ................. 2 22 16 3C 2 1 3 9 6 8
 55-59 .................... 2"1 13 34 1 5 6 5 38 18
 60-61 ....................... 10 6 1i 3 0 3 30 0 19
 65-69 ...................... 12 9 21 0 1 1 0 11 r,
 70 and over .................. 10 11 21 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

 Total .................. 37 332 689 73631 1312 19.0 19.7
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 Influences in spread and repressive measure8 emp7oyed.-Upon the
 appearance of the epidemic in 1918, about October 15, the local
 authorities applied strict measures aimed to check its spread.
 Schools and churches were promptly closed, and all public gatherings,
 parties, dances, public weddings, etc., were prohibited by ordinance.
 The post office was closed during distribution of mail, and when the
 doors were opened only two or three people were allowed to enter at
 one time. Soda fountains were forced to suspend operations, and

 the saloon, althouglh permitted to remain open, was compelled to
 remove all chairs from the lobby and to allow no groups to congregate.
 People were warned of the danger of visiting the mainland. The ill
 were quarantined in their homes, as were the remainder of the family.
 The conditions on the island, moreover, were ideal for the enforce-
 ment of these measures; the territory was limited and isolated, and
 the inhabitants were well known to each other and to the authorities.
 From a wide inquiry that was made, it would seem that these measures
 at that time met with popular approval and were well observed. It
 will be noticed that these repressive measures contain no provisions
 likely to influence the spread of the disease within the household
 when once the infection had gained admittance, and when the people
 of the affected families during 1918 are considered, it is foeund that
 they had an attack rate of 53 per cent against an attack rate of 71.5
 per cent for the inhabitants of homes where infection occurred in
 1920. It is probable, however, that the figure representing the attack
 rate in this group for 1918 is too low; for our data do not enable us
 to eliminate the persons who may have absented themselves from the
 homes in 1918 when illness appeared in the household; neither have
 we excluded from the 1920 rate those mild doubtful cases which
 might even be forgotten after 15 months. It seems possible, then,
 that the virulence of the organism in the two epidemics may have
 been rather comparable, and that the measures of suppression may
 have been partially effective on the island. For distribution of cases
 in 1918 see Map3.

 Other influences.-As noted above, the people who lived under poor
 housing conditions, those of lower economic status and of poorer
 ge-neral home sanitation, were affected to a greater degree in the 1918
 epidemic than were the more fortunately located individuals. (See
 Charts X, XI, and XII.) It will be noted from the charts that these
 people had a higher average number of persons in the households
 than did the more fortulate families of each group, and it would
 seem that there would thus be more opportunities for infection to
 be introduced into the household than would be the case in smaller
 families. This factor might be expected to lhave its influence, in
 addition to those of housing, sanitation, etc., provided that the gen-
 eral spread of the epidemic was checked before it had run its course
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 through the exhaustion of the reservoir of susceptible individuals, as
 seems to have been the case in 1918. Again, if there be an immunity
 following attack, it may be that the higher attack rate in the poor,
 the insanitary, etc., in 1918, may be related to the lower attack
 rate in 1920. It would seem, however, that tlis is not the only
 factor of importan-ce, since a consideration of the attack rates for 1920
 in the families wrlhere no illness occurred in 1918 still shows the well-
 to-do, the better housed, and the more sanitary homes to have had
 a higher attack rate in 1920. In these studies of the home condi-
 tions we have assumed that the living conditions in 1918 were the
 same as those found in 1920; and although minor changes are
 probable in a few cases, it is felt that they do not alter the general
 conditions enough to be of importance.

 Immnunity.-Of the 136 -cases who were ill in 1918 there were 27
 reattacked in 1920, or an attack rate of 19.8 per cent for this group,
 against an attack rate of 62.4 per cent in the group of population
 not affected in 1918, a fact which, we believe, indicates -the presence
 of a relative though not absolute immunity some 15 months following
 the infection.

 That this conclusion may be correct is indicated by a study of 25
 families in which 56 cases developed in 1918 and in each of which
 one or more members became ill in 1920, thus rendering it probable
 that the occupants of the respective homes were more or less equally
 exposed to infection during the latter epidemic. Among these 56
 persons from these 25 families, who were attacked in 1918, 27 were
 reattacked in 1920 or an attack rate of 48.2 per cent as compared
 withi a 100 per cent attack rate in 1918; wlhereas the attack rate
 during the 1920 epidemic among the 66 members not affected in
 1918 was 77.2 per cent.

 Certain surveys ma&de in Maryland by the United States Public
 Health Service in 1918 and 1919 (results unpublished), and studies
 by Jordan and Sharp (Journal of Infectious Diseases, M-ay, 1920),
 show practically the same attack rate in 1920 among the people who
 were affected in 1918 as amongf those who escaped. While Jordan

 and Sharp interpret their findings as pointing to a lack of immunity
 some 15 months following the 1918 attack, it appears to the writers
 that this conclusion is not necessarily correct; for in the Maryland
 studies and in those of Jordan and Sharp it seems probable that at
 the conclusionl of the severe 1918-epidemic a high percentage of the
 relatively susceptible individuals from the people studied had been
 affected, or, in other words, the unattacked represent a group of
 people who were for some reason relatively immune. Consequenitly,
 in comparing the inlfluenza incidence for 1920 among the people wlho
 were attacked, with that among those who were not attacked in 1918,
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 they are comparing the attack rate of two groups, one of which was
 100 per cent susceptible in 1918, since all had the disease-that is,

 barring mistakes of diagnosis-against another group including
 presumably a certain proportion of relatively immune individuals,
 and find the immunity of the first group, as measured by rate of

 attack, to be raised practically to that of the second group after a

 period of 15 months. At Kelleys Island, however, as above noted,
 it seems that the 1918 epidemic for some reason, probably due to the
 natural isolation and to the repressive measures taken, failed to
 exhaust the supply of susceptible individuals, thus leaving us a
 more satisfactory group for comparison.

 That the group which escapes infection following exposure to
 influenza is composed of relatively more immune people, is indicated
 by a consideration of the 50 island households, in each of which one
 or more cases developed in 1918, and the 110 families in which no
 cases occurred during that epidemic. In 1918 the 50 households
 developed 127 cases, leaving 112 nonaffected members. The 110
 households which developed no cases in 1918 comprised 441 indi-
 viduals. During the 1920 outbreak the 112 mu.h-exposed and non-
 attacked persons of the 1918 epidemic developed 52 cases-an attack
 rate of 46.4 per cent-whereas the 441 persons not ill and less exposed
 in the 1918 outbreak furnished 290 cases in 1920, or an attack rate
 of 65.7 per cent.

 Summary.

 1. The public school, which remained in session without medical
 supervision of any kind during the early portion of the 1920 epi-
 demic, served as a center for the spread of influenza upon the island.
 We do not mean to infer that prompt closure of this school would
 have prevented the 1920 epidemic, but it does seem probable that
 it would have delayed it.

 2. It seems probable that the measures of suppression as applied
 during the epidemic of 1918 were partially successful at Kelleys
 Island, wlhere it must be admitted conditions were rather ideal for
 such procedure.

 3. Milk and water had no apparent relation to the spread of influ-
 enza upon the island in 1920.

 4. The apparent influence of crowding, housing conditions, eco-
 nomic status, and geieral sanitation seems to have been exerted in
 an opposite direction during the two epidemics (1918 and 1920).

 5. The incubation period most frequently observed appears to
 have been from one to four days.

 6. A relative immunity seems to be apparent 15 months following
 the 1918 epidemic.
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 C*O1URT DECISIONS.

 COURT REFUSES TO ENJOIN ERECTION OF TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITAL.1

 The Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts has recently refused
 to enjoin the erection of a tuberculosis hospital as a nuisance.

 Under the law it was the duty of the city of Fall River to establish
 and maintain within its limits a tuberculosis hospital. A site was
 selected and this site was approved by both the local board of health
 and the State department of health.

 The plaintiffs resided in the vicinity of the proposed new hospital

 and sought to e-njoin its erection on the ground that it would consti-
 tute a nuisance. The court, however, decided adversely to them
 and refused to issue an injunction. The following is quoted from the
 opinion:

 Hosspitals for contagious diseases must be established-and maintained for the pro-
 tection of the general public; and it is not to be assumed in advance that such a hos-
 pital, well equipped and managed under the supervision of public health boards, will
 be a nuisance. * * *

 WVithout going so far as to say that purely mental discomfort can not constitute a
 nuisance, certainly the law will not enjoin the erection of a municipal bospital on facts
 such as are disclosed by this record, in order to protect the plaintiffs from dangers
 which are found to be unreal. * * * Depreciation of the market value of the peti-
 tioners' land, assuming it to be proved, would not he decisive in their favor. * * *
 In Everett v. Paschall, 61 Wash., 47; 111 Pac., 879; 31 L. R. A. (N. S.) 827; Ann. Cas.
 1912B, 1128, relied on by the petitioners, the defendant maintained in his cottage,
 adjoining the iota of the plaintiffs, a private sanatorium for the treatment of tubercu-
 losis patients; and the injunction was granted partly at least under the influence of a
 statute of that State which broadened the definition of nuisance. There is nothing in
 that case, nor in Cherry v. Williams, 147 N. C., 452; 61 S. E., 267; 125 Am. St. Rep.,
 566; 15 Ann. Cas., 715, to support a claim that a public hospital for the treatment of
 tuberculosis is a nuisance per se. In view of the findings of the master we should have
 to go substantially to this extreme in order to say that the trial judge was not warranted
 in dismissing the bill for an injunction. * * *

 ADMISSION OF UNVACCINATED CHILDREN TO SUHOOL.2

 A decision concerning the attendance at school of unvaceinated
 children has recently been rendered bv the Supreme-Judicial Court of
 Massachusetts.

 1 Cook et al. v. City of Fall River, 131 N. E., 346.
 2 Spofford v. Carlton et al. ,131 N. E., 314.
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